Electrolyte Dictated Materials Design for Beyond Lithium Ion Batteries

Abstract: Lithium ion batteries have reshaped our life with their omnipresence in portable electronics. In lithium ion batteries, lithium ions are shuttled in a nonaqueous solvent between a graphite electrode and a transition metal oxide electrode through intercalation redox reactions. Over the past two decades, lithium ion batteries have steadily improved in terms of cost and lifetime. However, increasing the specific energy of these batteries is reaching its limit and high-profile fire accidents (e.g. cell phones spontaneously combusting) cast doubt of their applications in electric vehicles and large-scale energy storage. Emerging “beyond lithium ion” batteries with alternative battery chemistries may potentially offer new technologies with cost-effective materials, safe operation, and a long-life battery performance. With that being said, each beyond lithium ion battery chemistry has its own distinct fundamental challenges, and sometimes, these challenges are not very well understood. Most often, the battery’s electrolyte plays an important role in the materials design. In this talk, I will describe the distinct challenges in three beyond lithium ion batteries: aqueous, Mg ion, all solid-state batteries, and the corresponding electrolyte-dictated materials design. Understanding their respective problems in combination with the ability to design new materials to tackle these challenges thus enabled unprecedented device performance towards cheaper, safer, and energy-dense batteries.
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